ASSET TRACKING MADE EASY

ASSET TRACKING MADE EASY is an industry solution developed by TESSAlink that offers a digital asset management solution for improved safety & efficiency. Replace time-consuming inspection log books & spreadsheets with intuitive smartphone apps. Asset status is available to users when and where they need it.

TESSAlink enables each party in the asset lifecycle to carry the ball forward:

- Manufacturers & distributors initiate assets with ID, profile descriptions & pressure test documentation
- Service companies or end-user can build an accurate, up-to-date asset register
- Service companies or end-user record inspection & other work tasks in customizable mobile forms
- Schedules & alerts automatically include the right people
- Reorder is simplified with accurate descriptions, location stock and procurement team notification
- Web-based reporting & analytics provide inventory, location history & performance analytics

Total cost of ownership is reduced by up to 30% through the asset lifecycle with a shared database ecosystem. TESSAlink is easy to use & deploy so begin saving time and improving asset safety today.

Industry Solutions

Out-of-the-box forms, prefills & RFID solutions ready for:

- **Frac Iron**
- **PipeTracker2**
- **TacTag2**
- **Weld Attachment**
- **DuraBand2 & DuraBand Micro**

ASSET TRACKING MADE EASY

IDENTIFY

Leverage RFID or barcodes for accurate, immediate identification.

PRESSURE TEST

Build test cert & perform digital tests in one step. Upload certs to the cloud.

SHARE

Distributors & end users help input asset detail into ecosystem database. Industry prefill content.

REPORT

By inspection, failure or repairs. Customize by product class or audience. Schedule tasks to asset by date or condition. Email alerts to user teams.

RECORD & REORDER

Request replacements from smartphone with specifics & delivery information.

SCHEDULE

Multiple tasks per asset on a calendar or condition. Email overdue alerts to designated user teams.

SCHEDULE

Mobile apps with industry prefill forms drive more inspections in less time.
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